The autonomic nervous system (ANS) plays a fundamental role in maintaining cell homeostasis and human life. The functionality of the heart and skeletal muscles is partially modulated by sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the ANS both in resting and exercising conditions.

Substantial literature attests to the fact that objective indices of muscle strength reflect health status. It is well-established that heart failure is typically accompanied by skeletal muscle abnormalities that contributed to the exercise intolerance and poor health-related quality of life usually seen in these patients.^[@r1],[@r2]^ Indeed, while a decrease in muscle mass and strength is naturally seen with ageing, especially after the fifth decade of life, this is especially more relevant in middle-aged and older patients with heart failure.

Several decades ago, the term sarcopenia was proposed as a medical expression to describe the universal and involuntary loss in muscle mass that occurs with age.^[@r3]^ However, despite the fact that several criteria were proposed to characterize it, a growing body of knowledge understanding its pathophysiology and confirming its clinical and epidemiological relevance and being listed in ICD-10,^[@r4]^ still today, it remains rarely evaluated in daily medical practice.

In a Brazilian and German collaborative research study, Fonseca et al.^[@r5]^ analyzed data from 116 male patients with heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) that were submitted to a maximal cycling cardiopulmonary exercise testing using a ramp protocol. In addition, using a microneurography technique, muscle sympathetic nerve activity was directly recorded from the peroneal nerve and parasympathetic activity was estimated by the magnitude of heart rate decay in the first two minutes after the maximal cycling exercise test. Measurements were obtained from dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) and handgrip strength to reflect, respectively, body composition and muscle strength. Based on these measurements and applying standard literature criteria, the authors were able to identify the presence or absence of sarcopenia in their set of patients. We acknowledge the authors by their study originality that could add a significant contribution to the existing body of knowledge in the research area.

Combining all these data, they searched for a link between heart-skeletal muscle abnormalities and ANS dysfunction and tried to quantify the association between sympathetic ANS abnormalities and sarcopenia in male patients with clinically stable heart failure. They have identified sarcopenia in 33 (28%) of HFrEF patients and their results indicated that these patients had significantly distinct results to the ANS variables assessed when compared as to the group of patients without sarcopenia.^[@r5]^ Moreover, they found a significant although quite modest correlation (r = -0.29) between appendicular muscle mass and muscle sympathetic nerve activity. Looking in more details their results, it is possible to note that there is a considerable overlapping between the results of HFrEF patients with and without sarcopenia, which may diminish the clinical value.

Based on their current study by Fonseca et al.,^[@r5]^ we can speculate that if they have used other assessment methods, like the 4-second exercise test,^[@r6],[@r7]^ - a very specific one for assessing cardiac vagal activity - and handgrip strength relative to body weight or maximal muscle power^[@r8]^ or even a simple functional test like the sitting-rising test,^[@r9]^ all of them, more specific to assess dynapenia, a likely clinically more relevant issue than sarcopenia,^[@r10],[@r11]^ they could have found additional discriminative values.

Finally, perhaps regular exercise/physical exercise could be the way to improve the health status of HFpEF patients. In acknowledging that this study showed an association between cardiac ANS dysfunction and heart and skeletal muscle abnormalities and knowing that regular aerobic and resistance exercise improves cardiac ANS modulation, including reducing the risk of ventricular fibrillation on the occurrence of a myocardial infarction,^[@r12]^ and are strongly recommended as part of the medical treatment of patients with sarcopenia and for those with HFpEF;^[@r13]^ it is quite motivating to think about an expected next step in research: a randomized controlled trial with exercise training intervention. Such study would assess if the ANS dysfunction reported by Fonseca et al.^[@r5]^ is subject to reversal, and if so, how this would improve quality of life and other major health outcomes in patients with HFpEF.
